
A single console
to manage all endpoints

3 new Feature Packs
To offer a more personalized service designed on customer needs, Praim offers

3 ThinMan Advanced Feature Packs in which various specific features are enclosed.

New ThinMan
Advanced Edition
In its renewed version, ThinMan Advanced Edition 
follows an annual subscription-based licensing model. 
To enrich ThinMan's functionality, 3 Feature Packs have 
been introduced that meet the specific needs of each 
reality, thus customizing the offer according to the use 
case. 
To use the new ThinMan it is not necessary to modify the 
corporate network: it is also possible to manage the 
devices from the Cloud.

ThinMan is the console for the centralized management 
of all company devices: thin clients or PCs. With Thin-
Man, the IT administrator has all the information on the 
endpoints and their configuration at hand, he can create 
new workstations in a few minutes and offer remote 
assistance quickly and effectively.
All activities that can be implemented with ThinMan 
require a few clicks, making the management, organiza-
tion and automation of all the devices simple and 
complete: from energy saving, to updating the software 
and creating user policies.

ThinMan is available in two different versions
ThinMan Basic: the free version, with limited functionality, dedicated to the 
management of endpoint parks consisting of a few units.

ThinMan Advanced: the version that includes the functionalities necessary to 
manage endpoint infrastructures formed by any number of devices.

Automation, Management
and Organization

NETWORK + ADMIN + USER +
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For those who need high 
reliability and advanced 

security.

For those who need 
modern access, with 

advanced user profile.

For complex network 
cases, remote offices or 
with limited bandwidth.



THINMAN  ADVANCED  EDITION

FEATURE PACK  NETWORK+

FEATURE PACK  ADMIN+

FEATURE PACK  USER+

DEVICE UPDATE

SECURE WSS PROTOCOL WITH SELFSIGNED CERTIFICATE 

LOCAL WAKE ON LAN (WOL)

EXPORT INVENTORY

PROFILES: DEVICE POLICY

DEVICE GROUPS

REMOTE ASSISTANCE

CLASSIFIER

SCHEDULED ACTIVITIES

EVENT DRIVEN ACTIVITIES

THIRD PARTY SOFTWARE INSTALLATION

+
• ThinMan Gateway • Wake on LAN Relay 

ThinMan Login 
(on local and LDAP users) 

• Profiles: User Policies • Multi-LDAP ready

• Smart Identity

DEVICES CLONING/RESTORING (IMAGE MANAGER)
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ACL on local and
Multi-LDAP users 

Business Continuity
(second ThinMan instance) 

External
Database

Access Control List
(ACL) 

WSS with SSL
certificates use 

ThinMan Remote
Console support


